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This report is about the link between
the two worlds we inhabit: the world
where we promote our well-known
brand; and the less visible world where
we manufacture our sporting goods. 
It covers the environmental impacts 
of making our products and describes
our efforts to improve working
conditions in our suppliers’ factories.



2 As a global company, adidas-Salomon cannot afford to ignore

the wider impacts of its business practices. We recognise our

responsibility to be accountable to all of our stakeholders, which

involves regular and open reporting of our social and environmental

performance. This first, group-wide social and environmental

report shows what we have achieved to date and what we still

have to do. We believe that our dedication to transparency 

and communication reflects the values – authenticity, inspiration,

commitment, and honesty – that form the core of our brand.

Company overview
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Company overview

Executive board statement

Sport crosses boundaries. While driving athletes to new peaks of performance, sport can
also reach across social, political and geographical borders, affecting whole communities
and countries. In the same way, the size and nature of our company is such that its impacts
reach far beyond our own facilities, affecting the lives of people around the world and the
environment in which they live. Measuring and controlling these impacts is an important part
of our drive to becoming a fully sustainable company.

adidas-Salomon is concerned about sustainable development because we recognise the
close relationship between our financial, social and environmental performance. Our share-
holders want our business to be financially successful. They also realise that the business
must have the necessary foundations in place to allow it to grow and continue to be
successful in the future. A commitment to improve our social and environmental performance,
together with a willingness to report openly and regularly to our stakeholders on the progress
we have made, is key to our long-term development as a successful business and helps
us to control risk in a proactive way.

This, our first externally published social and environmental report, represents a major 
step forward in our efforts to run our company responsibly and with true accountability to 
our stakeholders. It has been prepared for everyone who is interested in our social and
environmental performance, including our consumers, retailers, shareholders, employees,
international sports bodies and those who challenge us publicly on social and environmental
issues such as non-governmental organisations. We recognise, as a multinational, high-
profile company, that we have responsibility to make our social and environmental impacts
clear to all our stakeholders and to respond in a transparent, accountable way to their
needs and demands.

This report describes our supply chain, showing the progress we have made in making sure
that our suppliers’ factories are safe and fair places to work, and highlighting problem areas
that still need to be tackled. It shows that the factories of most of our suppliers share similar
problems, and gives examples of initiatives that have helped to bring about considerable
improvements. The report also examines our programme to reduce the environmental impact
of our products and the factories where they are made.

This report is a natural extension of our social and environmental work. By reporting regularly,
we aim to build up a picture of our sustainability performance that can be tracked from
year to year. We also recognise the need to develop more detailed performance indicators.
We intend to achieve this by the time our 2001 report is published.

The road map for 2001 and beyond beginning on page 42 sets out our long-term commitment
to sustainable development. It shows we are moving forward, that we have run many miles
already, and that we have many more to go.
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Mission and values

Our mission is to be the best sports group in the world. The ‘best’, in social and environmental
terms, means that we are dedicated to socially responsible, safe and environmentally
sustainable practices in the company and its supply chain, and to enhancing the value of
our brands by:
• guaranteeing the ideals of the company for the consumer and for those making

our products
• strengthening our image and reputation
• making our supply chain more effective
• helping to provide a long-term future for sport.

The brand values of the company – authenticity, inspiration, honesty and commitment – are
derived from sport. They form the basis of our Standards of Engagement (SOE):the company
code of conduct that aims to ensure that our suppliers’ factories are safe, fair places in
which to work. Our ultimate goal for our suppliers’ conduct is that they have systems of
self-governance, meaning that they will eventually develop their own systems in line with
local and international social and environmental standards rather than being externally
regulated by customers such as adidas-Salomon.

Principles of sustainability
Our principles of sustainability help us set standards for our own social and environmental
performance and are related to the principles of the International Chamber of Commerce.
Our principles are set out as follows.

Legislation
We adhere to social and environmental laws, directives and guidelines while continually
improving upon our own contribution to a sustainable society.

Management
We aim to:
• analyse, evaluate and assess the social and environmental impact of new products,

technologies and processes at the design and development stage
• set up clear targets, formulate an action plan and monitor progress
• publish the results.

Supplier and customer relationships
We expect suppliers’ activities to be compatible with our SOE. We work in partnership with
them to improve workplace conditions. We encourage our business customers to take a
proactive stance on the social and environmental impact of their own activities.

Support
We support social and environmental projects and develop partnerships with businesses
and organisations whose direct and indirect output contributes to a sustainable society.

Stakeholder dialogue
We aim to communicate with all stakeholders in an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect.
We provide them with appropriate information related to the social and environmental
performance of the group on a regular basis.
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Company profile

adidas-Salomon is the second-largest company in the sporting goods industry measured
in terms of world-wide sales. It is a multinational corporation, with products in all major
markets around the world. The company’s share of the world market for sporting goods 
is estimated at around 15%.

Brands
The company markets its products under the following brand names.

adidas Footwear, apparel, and hardware such as bags and balls.

Salomon Skis, snowboards, snowblades, ski boots and bindings, summer sports products
such as inline skates, hiking boots and trekking equipment.

TaylorMade adidas Golf Golf equipment, apparel and shoes.

Mavic Cycle components.

Bonfire Winter sports apparel.

Locations
The company and its approximately 100 subsidiaries are directed from our headquarters 
in Herzogenaurach, Germany. Other key corporate units are based in Portland, Oregon and
Carlsbad, California in the USA; in Annecy, France; in Amsterdam, Holland; and in Hong Kong.

Our sourcing offices are located in Brazil, China, Germany, Indonesia, Korea, Pakistan,
Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, USA and Vietnam. We distribute products in 
160 countries.

Market information
adidas-Salomon is a German public-listed company listed in Frankfurt, Germany and Paris,
France. The stock exchange registration number in Frankfurt is 500340. The type of share
is a no-par-value share.

We mainly serve the wholesale and retail markets but also sponsor sport clubs, individual
athletes and sports events.

Relevant information about the scale of our activities are shown in the tables on these pages.

Net sales p.a.
euros in millions

Footwear

Apparel

Hardware

2,047 2,222 2,516

2,201 2,190 2,175

807 929 1,144

2000*1999*1998*

Net sales split by main product divisions

*difference in total due to HQ/consolidation
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This report aims to cover most of our operations, products and regions. However, we have
focused mainly on the adidas-brand operations, which account for approximately 80% of
our total net sales. In future reports we intend to cover the operations of all our brands in 
a balanced way.

adidas-Salomon

Operating highlights

(euros in millions)

5,835 5,354 5,065

199819992000

Net sales

2,528 2,352 2,124Gross profit

43.3 43.9 41.9(% of net sales)

437 482 416Operating profit

7.5 9 8.2(% of net sales)

347 398 319Income

182 228 205Net income

4.01 5.02 4.52EPS

13,362 12,829 12,036No. of employees

Net sales p.a.
euros in millions

adidas

Salomon
(includes Bonfire)

Mavic

4,316 4,427 4,672

435 543 648

52 44 55

TaylorMade
adidas Golf 263 327 441

20001999**1998**

Net sales split by brands

**1999 figures are restated due to the transfer of adidas

Golf to TaylorMade. 1998 figures are not adjusted 

Net sales p.a.
euros in millions

Europe

North America

Asia

2,774 2,723 2,860

1,784 1,826 1,906

383 663 875

Latin America 112 126 171

200019991998

Net sales split by regions 



No company exists in isolation. Businesses need to involve and

inform the organisations, groups and individuals who have a

vested interest in their performance. Opening up regular dialogue

with all our stakeholders helps us find out how best to respond

to their needs. We have always worked closely with our business

stakeholders – including customers, suppliers, shareholders and

staff – in order to build trusting commercial relationships.

Increasingly we are working in partnership with NGOs so that

together we can address their concerns about the way that we

conduct our business.

Our stakeholders

8
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Our stakeholders

Our stakeholders are those organisations, groups and individuals whom we affect or who
affect us. They can be divided into:
• customers – who buy our products in most countries in the world where we are either

represented by subsidiaries, distributors or licensees selling sports products
• retailers – who sell our products direct to the public
• distributors – who buy from us and sell to retailers
• licensees – who manufacture and sell products under license
• staff
• shareholders
• communities – who are affected by our operational sites in many countries around the globe
• NGOs – groups who are campaigning to find better ways of doing business
• Multilateral organisations – for example, the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and UNICEF
• Trade unions – local, national and international
• supply chain – made up of our business partners who manufacture and supply us with finished

products, including their workers
• other stakeholders such as the media, international sporting bodies (including the International

Olympic Committee and FIFA), athletes, regulatory authorities and competitors.

Partnerships and dialogue
We believe that by working constructively with our stakeholders we can do our business better.
adidas-Salomon, like all businesses, has always worked with its key stakeholders but we
believe that, by systematically engaging and involving these groups in the key decisions that
shape our business, we can:
• take the broadest view of our commercial relationships and give each group proper

consideration
• enhance our relationships by building trust and lowering the cost of doing business
• work towards social and environmental sustainability, clearly defining the scope of 

our responsibility.

Engaging with local organisations such as NGOs, religious groups, trade unions, and other
special interest groups is done on a continuous and consistent basis. We are building links 
in China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand, 
El Salvador, Brazil, the USA, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, the UK and Turkey. Some 
of these groups perform a consultant or information-providing role, while others participate 
in the reporting of non-compliance auditing.

Examples of specific partnerships
The World Business Council for Sustainable Development
adidas-Salomon’s membership of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD) was agreed in 2000 and became effective in January 2001. WBCSD is a coalition 
of some 150 international companies who share a commitment to sustainable development.

WBCSD aims to develop closer cooperation between business, government and all other
organisations concerned with the environment and sustainable development, and to encourage
high standards of environmental management in business. We aim, through WBCSD, to share
our experiences with other companies and stakeholders and to extend our knowledge 
of issues relating to sustainability.

Our stakeholders
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Business for Social Responsibility
Business for Social Responsibility is a non-profit organisation that helps companies tackle
social and environmental issues. We have worked closely with them to train factory
representatives in different countries, and to study key issues relating to the implementation
of our SOE.

Vietnam Business Links Initiative
Jointly managed by the Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum and the Vietnam Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, the Vietnam Business Links Initiative exists to improve conditions
in footwear factories – in particular with regard to the choice, storage, handling, use and
disposal of chemicals used in the manufacturing process. The initiative trains representatives
of local and export-oriented factories in order to spread best practice across the footwear
sector. adidas-Salomon seconded a technical adviser to help coordinate the project in 2000.
We also fund the project, together with the UK government’s Department for International
Development and two other sportswear companies: Nike and Pentland.

China health and safety project
Established in 2000, this alliance provides health and safety training and establishes health
and safety committees in footwear factories supplying adidas, Nike and Reebok in south
China. The training is provided by health, safety and environment (HSE) professionals funded
by the MacArthur Foundation from the US and China and is aimed at workers, managers
and NGO representatives. The NGOs involved are the Asia Monitor Resource Centre, China
Labour Bulletin, Chinese Working Women’s Network and the Hong Kong Christian Industrial
Committee. The Hong Kong Confederation of Trade Unions is also involved in the project.

Football industry projects
The World Federation of Sporting Goods Industry (WFSGI) enables the sports industry
(including manufacturers from developing countries as well as brands based in the richer
market countries) to work together on social and environmental issues. In Pakistan, in 1997,
WFSGI began a project to phase out underage workers from football stitching. The project
works through the support of a number of different organisations. ILO monitors football
production. Local NGOs such as Sudhaar and Bunyad are strengthening primary school
education in the area with support from Save the Children and UNICEF. The National Rural
Support Programme helps to supplement family incomes through savings and credit
programmes. WFSGI later helped to establish a similar project in India where the Sports
Goods Foundation of India, UNICEF, Save the Children and the Centre for Research in
Rural and Industrial Development have established an education programme. The monitoring
is done by SGS. Funding for the projects comes from the UK’s Department for International
Development and the US Department of Labor.

adidas-Salomon sources footballs from both Pakistan and India and is active in the projects
in both countries.

Environment partnership with the Bavarian Ministry of Environment
This German project aims to develop practical solutions for small- and medium-sized 
textile and apparel companies in order to improve the environmental performance of their
operations. The Bavarian Ministry of Environment guided the project by producing a
framework for tackling environmental issues. The project was coordinated by environmental
consultants with experience in the textile and apparel industry. adidas-Salomon provided
technical assistance.

The manual, available in English and German, covers the environmental aspects of the entire
supply chain, beginning with the sourcing of raw materials up to the use of apparel after
the end of their life cycle. It gives practical recommendations to factory management about
improving the environmental impact of the operations typically occurring at the factory sites
and advice about issues such as energy and resources management. Reduction of emissions
and waste are key elements of this section.



Using an external supply chain has allowed adidas-Salomon to

keep costs down and remain competitive. However, outsourcing

supply does not mean outsourcing moral responsibility. Since first

publishing our Standards of Engagement in 1998, we have sought

ways to improve conditions for our factory workers and ensure

that they are treated fairly. We now have a rudimentary system for

checking how our suppliers perform against our standards, 

which identifies the issues in each country. We are committed to

improving this system in 2001.

The supply chain
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The supply chain

Introduction
In the late 1980s and early 1990s the company outsourced most of its manufacturing to
reduce costs and remain competitive. This cost-saving approach is not without its risks:
the company has less control over workplace conditions at suppliers’ factories than at
company-owned sites. However, we recognise that outsourcing supply does not mean
outsourcing moral responsibility so our goal is to seek the cheapest acceptable sources of
supply, not the cheapest possible.

There are a number of standards that different companies are adopting as a guide to
acceptable conditions within supply chains. We believe that these are gradually focussing 
on the United Nations and ILO conventions and we aim to adopt best practice based on
these conventions. The standards for our supply chain are set out in our SOE for social,
health, safety and environmental conditions. This was first published in 1998 and was revised
in early 2001 after discussions with stakeholders. The key changes are in the sections on
wages and benefits, freedom of association and health, safety and environment.

We recognise that there is much to do and that we have not always been able to make sure
that our suppliers meet our own standards. This section of the report focuses on our suppliers
who produce adidas footwear and apparel for the international market. In future reports we
will give more emphasis to the suppliers of our Salomon, TaylorMade, Mavic and Bonfire
brands. Below we have included our revised SOE in full. We then describe our supply chain,
what our strategy is for our supply chain, how we are managing our responsibilities, how
we are performing and the targets we have set ourselves.

Standards of Engagement 
Authenticity. Inspiration. Commitment. Honesty.

These are some of the core values of the adidas-Salomon group. We measure ourselves
by these values, and we measure our business partners in the same way.

Consistent with these brand values, we expect our partners – contractors, subcontractors,
suppliers and others – to conduct themselves with the utmost fairness, honesty and
responsibility in all aspects of their business.

These SOE are tools that help us choose and retain business partners that follow workplace
standards and business practices consistent with our policies and values. As a set of guiding
principles, they also help identify potential problems so that we can work with our business
partners to address issues of concern as they arise. Business partners will develop and
implement action plans for continuous improvement in factory working conditions. Progress
against these plans will be monitored by the business partners themselves, our internal
monitoring team and external independent monitors.

The supply chain
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Specifically, we expect our business partners to operate work places where the following
standards and practices are followed.

I General principle
Business partners shall comply fully with all legal requirements relevant to the conduct of
their businesses.

II Employment standards
We will do business only with partners who treat their employees fairly and legally with regard
to wages, benefits, and working conditions. In particular, the following guidelines apply:

Forced labour: business partners shall not use forced labour, whether in the form of prison
labour, indentured labour bonded labour or otherwise. No employee shall be compelled to
work through force or intimidation of any form.

Child labour: business partners shall not employ children who are less than 15 years old
or who are younger than the age for completing compulsory education in the country of
manufacture where such age is higher than 15.

Discrimination: while we recognise and respect cultural differences we believe that workers
should be employed on the basis of their ability to do the job rather than on the basis of
personal characteristics or beliefs. We will seek business partners that share this principle
and that do not discriminate in hiring and employment practices on grounds of race, national
origin, gender, religion, age, disability, marital status, membership of associations, sexual
orientation or political opinion.

Wages and benefits: business partners shall recognise that wages are essential to meeting
employees’ basic needs and some discretionary payments. In all cases, wages must equal
or exceed the minimum wage or the prevailing industry wage (whichever is higher). Legally
mandated benefits shall also be provided. Wages shall be paid directly to the employee in
cash, check or the equivalent. Information relating to wages shall be provided to
employees in a form they understand. Advances and deductions from wages shall be carefully
monitored and shall comply with law.

In addition to their compensation for regular working hours, employees shall be compensated
for overtime hours at the premium rate legally required in the country of manufacture or, in
those countries where such laws do not exist, at a rate exceeding their regular hourly
compensation rate.
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Hours of work: employees shall not be required, except in extraordinary circumstances, 
to work more than sixty hours per week, including overtime, or the local legal requirement,
(whichever is less). Employees shall be allowed at least 24 consecutive hours off within every
seven-day period and shall receive paid annual leave.

Freedom of association and collective bargaining: business partners shall recognise and
respect the right of workers to join and organise associations of their own choosing and to
bargain collectively. Where the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining
is specifically restricted by law, the employer must not obstruct alternative and legal means
for independent and free association and bargaining. In any case the employer shall implement
systems to ensure good communication with employees.

Disciplinary practices: every employee shall be treated with respect and dignity. No
employee shall be subject to any physical, sexual, psychological or verbal harassment 
or abuse.

III Health and safety
A safe and hygienic working environment shall be provided. Occupational health and safety
practices that prevent accidents and injury in the course of work or as a result of the operation
of employer facilities shall be promoted. This includes protection from fire, accidents and
toxic substances. Lighting, heating and ventilation systems should be adequate. Employees
should have access at all times to sanitary facilities, which should be adequate and clean.
The factory must have health and safety policies that are clearly communicated to the
workers. These should apply to employee residential facilities, where provided by employers.

IV Environmental requirements
Business partners should aim for progressive improvement in their environmental
performance, not only in their own operations, but also in their operations with partners,
suppliers and subcontractors. This includes: integrating principles of sustainability into
business decisions; responsible use of natural resources; adoption of cleaner production
and pollution prevention measures; and designing and developing products, materials 
and technologies according to the principles of sustainability.

V Community involvement
We will favour business partners who make efforts to contribute to improving conditions in
the countries and communities in which they operate.
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Asia

Cambodia

China

Hong Kong

India

Indonesia

Japan

Korea

Lao PDR

Macao

Malaysia

Mauritius

Pakistan

Philippines

Singapore

Sri Lanka

Taiwan

Thailand

Vietnam

Countries where we have international suppliers

Europe

Albania

Bosnia

Bulgaria

Croatia

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Ireland

Italy

Morocco

Netherlands

Portugal

Romania

Spain

Sweden

Tunisia

Turkey

Ukraine

United Kingdom

The Americas

Argentina

Brazil

Canada

Colombia

El Salvador

Honduras

Mexico

Peru

United States

The structure of our supply chain
Our supply chain is large and complex. Overall we rely on about 570 factories including
sewing subcontractors around the world. The group itself owns only 11 factories in Germany,
France, Italy, the USA and in China. The rest of the factories are owned by our suppliers.
Most of our factories produce adidas-branded goods of footwear and apparel.
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Strategy
Our strategy is based on a long–term vision of self-governance for our suppliers, as is set
out in our road map (see page 40). We do not wish to be forever in the position of looking
over the shoulders of our suppliers. In our view, sustainability requires building up capacities 
in our suppliers’ workforces, in their management and in local workers’ organisations 
and NGOs so that acceptable conditions become a routine part of how business is done.
Governments also need to take a stronger role in raising standards locally.

We are far from there yet. The stages to getting there are shown in the SOE management
cycle opposite, many of which involve developing partnerships with a variety of organisations.

The SOE management cycle
The key management task is to secure compliance with our SOE from our suppliers. 
To achieve that we work with the system set out in the diagram opposite. We have an SOE
Team of 23 people, largely based in countries where products are made, who work with
our suppliers. They know the local labour and health and safety regulations in the countries
for which they are responsible and are often able to interview workers in their own languages.
Other adidas-Salomon staff who are responsible for product quality also conduct SOE full
audits and ‘follow ups’ in some countries.

1st tier suppliers
Suppliers of main product
categories

2nd tier suppliers
Suppliers of minor product
categories, and sewing
subcontractors

Total

227 64 37

144

EuropeAmericaAsia

40

267 122 181

58

Suppliers by region 

Our pattern of production is complicated, In 2000, footwear manufacture was concentrated 
in 25 factories, while apparel was made at a large number of relatively smaller factories.
National subsidiaries of adidas sell goods sourced from local suppliers. Some of our
production takes place under licence while some of our orders are subcontracted.
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"
"

"

"

"

"

"
"

External verification

Internal team –
monitoring tools

Training

Internal monitoring 
and action plans

Evaluation and Scoring

Reporting

Communication of
Standards and Guidelines

The SOE management cycle 

Stakeholder involvement

Internal process

Standards and guidelines
To make the SOE understandable and practical, we produced a manual with HSE guidelines
for our suppliers in April 2000. The guidelines are the result of comprehensive HSE audits
that we have conducted since 1995. The manual helps us to work in partnership with
suppliers, developing solutions to problems in the workplace with them. By mid-2001 this
manual will have a detailed section on environmental management. More details about the
manual are at www.adidas.com

We will also launch a manual on labour issues in mid-2001. Based on our factory visits, both
these manuals will contain case studies about non-acceptable, acceptable and best practice
to help our suppliers learn how to apply our standards.
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Communication
Our first job is to communicate our standards to our suppliers. Before starting an adidas-
Salomon supplier relationship, we conduct an initial audit to check that working conditions
are acceptable. Each business partner signs an agreement that commits them to comply
with our SOE and to take responsibility for their subcontractors’ SOE compliance. Factory
managers have to display posters about our standards and train their staff in applying them.

Training
We consider training more important than monitoring because it takes us beyond a policing
role to one that will have a longer-term impact. We run SOE training courses for our suppliers’
supervisors and managers so that they can introduce the SOE into general and particular
issues such as fire safety, chemical handling and labour law. In 2000 our SOE team provided
an estimated number of 150 training sessions for suppliers and local offices. In 2001 and
2002 we will increase this to 200 training sessions per year. Fifty courses per year, run by
external organisations such as Business for Social Responsibility, will be attended by our
suppliers and staff.

Internal monitoring and action plans
The next step in the cycle is the SOE team monitoring each supplier for labour and HSE
issues. Our goal is to audit each supplier at least once annually; more regularly if serious
problems are found. We aim to have action plans in place with all of our international
suppliers. In 2000, adidas-Salomon internal SOE teams performed 799 full and quick audits 
at different levels in the supply chain.

There are four parts to each audit: interviewing managers; interviewing workers on and 
off site; reviewing documents; and inspecting the facilities. We present a report to factory
managers that includes an action plan. The action plan outlines problems and consequent
action points with clearly defined responsibilities and timelines agreed with the factory
management. In cases where serious problems are found, a follow-up visit may be conducted
within one to three months. Our sourcing and quality inspectors will also receive the action
plan and monitor progress. If the factory refuses to improve its management and workplace
conditions we might withdraw our business, although we prefer to stay and promote
positive change.

We aim to conduct about 700 audits per year in 2001 and 2002. The focus will be on
factories of international suppliers where major problems have been found, factories that
are used by our subsidiaries and factories that make products for our Salomon,
TaylorMade, Mavic and Bonfire brands. 

A first attempt to score suppliers
The system for assessing supplier performance we have used for the year 2000 is a rough
first attempt that gives an initial overview of the supply chain and the main issues on a
country-by-country basis. It gives each supplier two grades: one for their performance on
labour issues and one for HSE performance. There are five grades with one being the
worst and five the best.
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In 2001 we will introduce a better scoring and grading system to monitor our suppliers’
compliance with our SOE. The new system will enable us to evaluate working conditions in
factories more accurately and to improve benchmarking of findings against our standards.
We will therefore have more detailed and reliable information to report next year, which will
make a meaningful comparison of the performance between 2000 and 2001 impossible.

Rank

The factory has been audited.
There are numerous severe and serious non-compliance issues.
There is an action plan in place.
The factory is not responding to the action plan.
The factory has been given notice that business will be
terminated unless there is immediate and dramatic improvement.

Definition

The five grades of our supplier scoring system 

"####

The factory has been audited.
There are some serious non-compliance issues.
There is an action plan in place.
The factory is responding to the action plan slowly or with reluctance.
The factory is being monitored regularly for progress. ""###

The factory has been audited.
There are minor non-compliance issues.
There is an action plan in place.
The factory is responding to the action plan positively and with timeliness. """##

The factory has been audited.
Generally there are no non-compliance issues, and there are some best
practices in place.
There is documentation (the audit report or action plan) that confirms full
compliance, and defines the best practices in place at the factory. """"#

The factory has been audited.
There are no non-compliance issues, and all of the factory’s
management system and practices are in place.
There is documentation (the audit report or action plan) that confirms full
compliance and defines the best practices in place at the factory. """""
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Performance
The tables below summarise the performance of our international apparel and footwear
factories against both our labour standards and our HSE standards.

Labour standards

"####
""###
"""##
""""#
"""""

13 1 1

46 4 1

68 32 32

EuropeAmericaAsia

152 55 36

227 64 37

67 86 97

Grades of our 1st tier supplier facilities

23 16 1

2 2 1

Total number of suppliers
monitored in 2000

Total number of suppliers

Percentage of suppliers
monitored in 2000

HSE standards

"####
""###
"""##
""""#
"""""

21 0 0

49 3 5

59 31 23

EuropeAmericaAsia

151 54 36

227 64 37

67 84 97

20 18 7

2 2 1

Total number of suppliers
monitored in 2000

Total number of suppliers

Percentage of suppliers
monitored in 2000
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Labour standards

"####
""###
"""##
""""#
"""""

4 0 10

5 3 6

13 24 56

EuropeAmericaAsia

22 35 74

40 58 144

55 60 51

Grades of our 2nd tier supplier facilities

0 8 2

0 0 0

Total number of suppliers
monitored in 2000

Total number of suppliers

Percentage of suppliers
monitored in 2000

HSE standards

"####
""###
"""##
""""#
"""""

1 0 2

7 2 22

8 21 41

EuropeAmericaAsia

17 34 74

40 58 144

43 59 51

1 11 9

0 0 0

Total number of suppliers
monitored in 2000

Total number of suppliers

Percentage of suppliers
monitored in 2000

Labour standards

"####
""###
"""##
""""#
"""""

17 1 11

51 7 7

81 56 88

EuropeAmericaAsia

174 90 110

267 122 181

65 74 61

Grades of 1st and 2nd tier suppliers

23 24 3

2 2 1

Total number of suppliers
monitored in 2000

Total number of suppliers

Percentage of suppliers
monitored in 2000

HSE standards

"####
""###
"""##
""""#
"""""

22 0 2

56 5 27

67 52 64

EuropeAmericaAsia

168 88 110

267 122 181

63 72 61

21 29 16

2 2 1

Total number of suppliers
monitored in 2000

Total number of suppliers

Percentage of suppliers
monitored in 2000
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Our SOE include employment standards that address seven issues. These are: forced
labour; child labour; discrimination; wages and benefits; hours of work; freedom of
association; and disciplinary practices. These issues are common to a number of countries
where we have suppliers. We have summarised the types of problems associated with
each issue in the two tables on pages 26 to 29. These show the countries where our SOE
team has assessed that our suppliers typically fail to meet our employment standards.

Forced labour
Workers may pay excessive recruitment fees to secure employment and get into debt with
their employers to pay the fee. Their passports can be confiscated, restricting their movement.
They can be employed under consecutive trainee contracts or under temporary contracts
to avoid meeting minimum wage levels. The factory forces workers to save money to avoid
paying them in full.

Child labour
Most workers cannot prove their age due to poor age documentation. This can lead to
exploitation of under-age workers, particularly in apparel factories. In Turkey, rights for these
workers, such as medical checks, maximum working hours and annual leave, are ignored.

Discrimination
Migrant workers tend to be paid less and given fewer benefits than locals. This can affect
office employees in particular. Discrimination by age, gender and race occurs in some
countries, resulting in those discriminated against not being employed or receiving lower
pay. For example, in Mexico women get less pay and are required to have pregnancy tests.

Wages and benefits
Factories often pay below minimum wages. Payments are sometimes delayed and pay slips
not provided. Wages can be calculated on an unclear piece-rate system that workers do
not understand. Time-recording is poor, which allows factories to avoid paying legal
overtime rates. Promised benefits, such as holidays and social security, are not provided.
Foreign-owned factories avoid paying higher minimum wages by licensing the factory to 
a local person.

Hours of work
Factories ignore legal limits on maximum working hours. Record-keeping is unreliable and
overtime is not paid.

Rights of association
Independent unions are illegal in some countries and controversial in others. Sometimes
independent union members suffer discrimination.

Disciplinary practices
Many factories lack published disciplinary rules. Factories dock wages as a form of discipline
– for example, for late arrival or failing to meet production targets.

Labour issues in our suppliers’ factories
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External independent monitoring and verification
We recognise that stakeholders have concerns about the credibility of our own monitoring
programme. We are therefore working with the Fair Labor Association (FLA) as a framework
for the external and independent monitoring of our supply chain.

adidas-Salomon joined the FLA in 1999 and became a board member in July 2000. The
FLA is a non-profit organisation made up of private corporations, NGOs and universities. 
It sets standards for labour, health, safety and environmental performance and accredits
verifiers to check if participating companies meet these standards. It publishes an annual
report that includes a transparent grading of the participating company’s compliance
efforts. More details can be found at www.fairlabor.org

FLA-accredited verifiers will initially check adidas brand suppliers only. The adidas-Salomon
internal SOE team will continue to train, develop and implement SOE compliance programmes
in the Salomon, TaylorMade, Mavic and Bonfire brands so that all brands will be fully
incorporated into the Group monitoring systems. We intend that the FLA will verify their
performance too.

In 2000, Verité, an accredited FLA monitor, conducted 25 independent audits at adidas-
Salomon supplier factories. They specialise in detailed worker interviewing and have provided
a valuable check of the audits of our internal SOE team. More details are available at
www.verite.org. In 2001, FLA-accredited monitors will audit 70 of our suppliers’ factories.

Reporting
This report is our first social and environmental report. We recognise that some information
is lacking. In 2001 we will improve and extend our internal systems, which will allow us to
produce a more detailed report about progress on social and environmental issues. We intend
to publish additional information on our web site: www.adidas.com
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Forced labour

Recruitment fees 

Confiscated passport 

Temporary contracts 

Trainee wages 

Forced savings

Child labour

Poor age documentation

Under-18 rights ignored

Discrimination

Gender, race, age

Migrant workers

Wages and benefits

Delayed payment

Less than minimum wage

Unclear piece-rate system/time-recording

No benefits

Local licensing of foreign-owned factories

No pay slips

Hours of work

Maximum working hours ignored

Poor record-keeping

Unpaid overtime

Rights of association

Unions illegal

Union members discriminated

Disciplinary practices

Rules not published

Wages docked as punishment

Cambodia China India Indonesia Japan Korea

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Typical issues in our suppliers’ factories: Asia
Our SOE team has assessed which issues arise in our suppliers’ factories. This is the first
step to working with our suppliers to find solutions. Each tick represents the typical reason
for our suppliers in that country failing to meet our SOE. Only countries with significant
problems are listed below.
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Lao PDR Malaysia Pakistan Philippines Singapore Sri Lanka Taiwan Thailand Vietnam

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Forced labour

Recruitment fees 

Confiscated passport 

Temporary contracts 

Trainee wages 

Forced savings

Child labour

Poor age documentation

Under-18 rights ignored

Discrimination

Gender, race, age

Migrant workers

Wages and benefits

Delayed payment

Less than minimum wage

Unclear piece-rate system/time-recording

No benefits

Local licensing of foreign-owned factories

No pay slips

Hours of work

Maximum working hours ignored

Poor record-keeping

Unpaid overtime

Rights of association

Unions illegal

Union members discriminated

Disciplinary practices

Rules not published

Wages docked as punishment

Typical issues in our suppliers’ factories:
Europe and the Americas
Our SOE team has assessed which issues arise
in our suppliers’ factories. This is the first step
to working with our suppliers to find solutions.
Each tick represents the typical reason for our
suppliers in that country failing to meet our
SOE. Only countries with significant problems
are listed opposite.
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Albania Brazil Bulgaria Canada El Salvador Macedonia Mexico Turkey

✓

✓✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓



The process of manufacturing and preparing our products for

retail is a complicated one, involving many stages such as design,

production and distribution. There are environmental impacts

associated with all stages of production. For example, our use of

energy, water and solvents all have environmental effects. We are

exploring ways to make our manufacturing process safer, cleaner

and more sustainable.

The product
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The life cycle of our product
In 2000 the adidas international product range consisted of 3,000 different footwear styles
and 10,000 apparel and accessories styles.

The different stages of the product life cycle and their associated environmental impacts
are shown opposite. Our goal is to influence the environmental impact of our products
along their entire life cycle, from the selection of product materials to the disposal of the
products. The design development stage, where we specify the materials to be used in our
products, determines the impacts at later stages in the process; for example at the production
stage. Our strategy for reducing the environmental impacts of our products is therefore
based on researching where to source the materials that will have the lowest possible impact
during the whole life cycle of the product while ensuring the quality we want. 

Most of the products we design, develop and market are produced by our independent
suppliers. While we expect our suppliers to comply with our SOE (see page 14), we can
only influence the impacts of our suppliers during the production stage. However, we can
control all other stages of the product’s life cycle.

The product

Footwear
millions of pairs

Apparel
millions of units

Accessories
millions of units

84 82.7 91.7

131.7 117.8 122.9

16.3 16 18.9

200019991998

The total number of adidas-Salomon
products made in 1998, 1999 and 2000

(international range excluding 

Salomon/TaylorMade/Mavic hard goods)
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Our material strategy: striving for ‘safe – cyclic – solar’
The key words ‘safe – cyclic – solar’ outline our long-term material strategy. Materials that are:
• ‘safe’ are non toxic in use and disposal, and using them in manufacturing products does

not involve toxic releases or damaging ecosystems
• ‘cyclic’ are made from organic materials and are recyclable, biodegradable or compostable
• ‘solar’ use solar energy or other forms of renewable energy. This means that we encourage

our material suppliers to produce product components and materials under the best
possible environmental conditions and to use the best available technology.

We commission laboratories to analyse the properties of new material samples and evaluate
their suitability for our sportswear. We also encourage our material suppliers to innovate with
the ‘safe – cyclic – solar’ principles in mind.

"

"

"

"

"

"

Product brief

• Research work on 

‘safe – cyclic – solar’

Design development

• Policy on PVC-free materials

• ‘Restricted substances’ policy

• Environmental assessment of 

product materials

Material specification and supply

Production

• HSE guidelines

• Water quality guidelines

• VOC reduction

• Monitoring of hazardous 

substances

• HSE-management systems

Logistics and distribution

• Environmental impact 

analysis of transport media

• HSE-packaging reduction 

and standardisation

Sales and administration

• HSE guidelines 

• Environmental management 

systems for own facilities

Use and end of life

• Research work on 

end of life solutions 

• Collaboration with 

authorities and 

recycling industry

Supplier influence

Internal responsibility

The product life cycle – where we have influence 
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This section outlines our policies and initiatives at each stage of the product life cycle,
starting with the design development stage and ending with the disposal of our products.

Carrying out environmental impact analysis on materials
Environmental impact analysis is now an integral part of evaluating the environmental
acceptability of the main materials we use in our products. Suppliers have to prove that
materials are environmentally acceptable by providing test reports from independent institutes
and material safety data sheets.

Eliminating PVC
Our policy is to eliminate PVC-containing materials from products by the end of 2002 except
for products where appropriate alternatives do not exist, such as for ski boots and a few
high-performance sports equipment products. This policy was made as a result of carrying
out an environmental impact analysis of PVC and suggestions from stakeholders. We also
review the environmental impact of the alternatives to PVC. We are making progress towards
our target. 

Controlling and monitoring hazardous substances
Clear standards that follow the strictest local regulations and best practice standards 
for consumer care and safety are specified in our policy for monitoring and control of
hazardous substances. This policy has been communicated as mandatory to all business
partners and is updated continuously. Materials monitoring is executed in collaboration 
with internationally accepted external testing institutes. The standards set in the policy
cover the requirements widely accepted for Eco-Labels and green seals for footwear and
apparel products.

Material samples are constantly checked for these requirements by external testing institutes
as well as by our internal quality laboratories. 

Policies and initiatives
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Partnerships with our production suppliers
As most of our products are manufactured by independent business partners, the company
does not directly control and monitor the environmental impact of factory operations.
However, we support our business partners in using resources efficiently and improving the
environmental performance of their sites. We do this mainly by providing guidelines to our
suppliers on how to manage HSE issues. In 2001 we will be publishing these guidelines in
a manual. The manual includes case studies about state-of-the-art technologies that
help factories to save energy and resources and reduce emissions.

The process diagrams below show the process for making footwear and apparel. They also
describe the environmental impacts of each step in the process.

Cutting

cutting, clicking

Energy consumption

Noise emissions

Waste from production

Materials (leather, fabrics)

Sewing

Energy consumption

Noise emissions

Dust emissions

Waste

Stitching preparations

stamping, sharpening, 

roughing, cementing, 

painting

Energy consumption

Noise emissions

Dust emissions

Emissions of solvents 

Waste

Bottom components

rubber/TPU/EVA 

processing, vulcanisation

Energy consumption

Noise emissions

Dust emissions

Emission of solvents

Waste

Waste water

Bottom preparations

roughing, cementing,

cleaning, painting, drying

Energy consumption

Noise emissions

Dust emissions

Emission of solvents

Waste

Waste water

Steps of footwear production

Assembly

roughing, cementing,

cleaning, painting, 

drying

Energy consumption

Noise emissions

Dust emissions

Emission of solvents

Waste

Finishing

cementing, colouring,

spraying, cleaning,

wrapping

Energy consumption

Emission of solvents

Waste
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Reducing VOCs in footwear factories
One of the main impacts of making shoes is the emission of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), which are solvents that can cause breathing and other problems. Our policy is to
reduce the use of solvents while keeping high quality standard and delivery targets. Our target
is to reduce our solvent use to 50 grams per pair of shoes by the end of 2001.

Initially, we provided advice in our HSE manual about the standards for using solvents safely,
and the maximum exposure limits that should be observed in the workers’ environment.

Working with our suppliers, we established a monthly reporting system to track the use of
all solvents in each factory. At the end of 1999, monitoring in our Asian factories showed
VOC values of around 140 grams per pair. With our three exclusive adhesive suppliers we
identified the production elements that created the highest amounts of VOCs. In many cases
we were able to develop a different process that does not use solvents. Over the year 2000,
solvent use in our shoe manufacturing factories has been reduced from around 140 grams
per pair to around 80 grams per pair.

Logistics and transport
The fuel used to transport goods from the countries of origin to the selling markets creates
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions; a major contributor to climate change. Our policy is to
minimise the environmental impact caused by transporting goods. Air freight creates the
most CO2 emissions so we have an objective to reduce shipments of products by air freight. 

As the table opposite shows, air freight shipments have already been brought to a very low
level for the main product categories.

Due to delays in the production of apparel products and deferred customer request dates,
air freight shipments increased in 1999 and 2000. We aim to reduce air freight shipments
for apparel to the level of 1998.

Synthetic and natural fibres

Main enviromental impacts

Steps of garments production

Yarn production

Energy consumption

Chemicals

Dust emissions

Textile production

knitting, weaving

Energy consumption

Chemicals

Dust emissions

Textile processing

dyeing, bleaching, 

printing, finishing

Water consumption

Energy consumption

Chemicals

Waste

Waste water

Garment production

grading, cutting, 

sewing, packing

Energy consumption

Waste
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Freight types used to ship our products,
expressed as a percentage of the total
product shipped

Footwear

3 3 3

200019991998

Truck

95 95 94Sea freight

2 1 1Air freight

0 1 1Sea and air freight

Apparel

29 23 26Truck

67 70 63Sea freight

3 6 9Air freight

1 1 2Sea and air freight

12 12 8Truck

84 85 89Sea freight

4 3 3Air freight

0 0 0Sea and air freight

Accessories and gear
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The goods have to be well packaged because they are transported over long distances
through several climatic zones. This makes protection against humidity, dirt, and strong
variations in temperature essential. However, we have tried to reduce the packaging used 
to ship products so we can ship more products and produce less CO2 per product. Shoe
boxes have been tailor-made to the different dimensions of product styles and we ship
footwear samples without individual shoe boxes. We are also developing an IT-aided system
that will help us to fit more products into each shipment.

Other packaging initiatives
We make sure that outer cartons consist of recycled paper, and packaging materials used
for apparel and footwear products are reduced and standardised. This simplifies the disposal
of packaging waste in those countries where the separation of waste categories is mandatory.
Stuffing paper is no longer used in shoes.

Sales and administration – improving the environmental performance of our own sites
adidas-Salomon runs a number of administrative offices and warehouses in several countries.
In most cases products are not manufactured at these sites. Although the environmental
impact of these facilities is not significant, we will publish corporate guidelines for HSE in
the middle of 2001. This is to ensure a common standard across the company. The guidelines
reflect best practice and contain concrete recommendations for managing administration
sites under healthy, safe and environmentally acceptable conditions.

Managing the impact of disposing of our products
Delivering the ‘cyclic’ part of our materials strategy, we take responsibility for the disposal
of our products after their useful life. Our policy is to minimise the impact of disposing of
our products. We follow best practice and do this by considering end-of-life solutions at
the product design and material selection stage.
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Scheinfeld: a pioneer in certified environmental management systems
Environmental management systems (EMS) ensure that all of the environmental effects and
impacts of a facility are recorded and documented in detail. This allows management to
identify areas for further improvement and set environmental targets. They are increasingly
important in meeting growing environmental performance expectations, and to ensure ongoing
compliance with national and international requirements.

We demonstrated our commitment to this approach by establishing an EMS at our own
Global Technology Centre Scheinfeld in 1998. The EMS at Scheinfeld has been independently
verified and is a pioneer for the sporting goods industry. In 2000, the German Trade
Association awarded Scheinfeld first prize for its HSE management system. More detailed
information about the environmental management system at Scheinfeld is available on our
web site: www.adidas.com

Our policy for 2001 is to encourage our suppliers to establish an EMS at their own sites.
We have learned from the process of establishing an EMS at our own facility and can offer
practical support to our suppliers by providing manuals, guidelines and training workshops.
This will be done in the framework of regional supplier meetings.



To get a handle on where we are going, it’s important to know

where we have come from. This section begins with a look at the

big picture of where we have been and where we are going. It then

looks back in detail at the period 1992 to 2000 before looking

forward to the next steps we will be taking in the year ahead.

The road map
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The road map

Environment Negative screening

of environmentally unfriendly product materials

Stakeholder assurance

Po

Establish Internal auditing systems

Positive selection

of environmentally friendlier materials

Define standards

Stakeholder dialogue and consultation

Reacting to business risks

To be the best portfolio of sports brands in the world

Management

Suppliers

Economic

The company

The diagram below shows the five inter-linked roads on the journey to sustainability and
strong governance. The runners indicate where we have got to on each of those roads.

The journey
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Full life-cycle assessment

of product materials

Integrate social, environmental 

and economic aspects

Form alliances with 

different stakeholder groups, including suppliers

Suppliers initiate partnerships

with different stakeholder groups

Full social and environmental reporting

e

Positively managing business risks Increased value

Sustainability and strong governance
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19971995

Start of regional organisation to monitor

working conditions in factories (in Hong

Kong, the USA and Europe). Multi-sector

partnership launched in Pakistan’s football

industry against under age working

involving UN, NGOs and government.

adidas acquires the Salomon

Group (with the brands Salomon,

TaylorMade, Mavic and Bonfire).

Six years after the 

family-owned company was

transformed into a corporation,

adidas goes public.

The name of the

group changes to 

adidas-Salomon.

Environmental review of HQ and

supply chain operations.

Environmental audits of factory

sites of footwear and apparel

suppliers in Asia and Europe.

Analysis of local labour laws and

regulations in Asian countries. Labour and

HSE audits in supplier factories in Far East

and Europe. Fire safety audits in footwear

factories in Far East.

The SOE are published.

Comprehensive labour audits 

at supplier factories based in

North, Central and South

America and Asia.

Our Global Technology Centre

Scheinfeld factory is certified in

accordance with EMAS regulation

and ISO 9002.

In 1992 we established Environmental Affairs as a corporate function and started to carry out

environmental assessments of the materials we used in our products. This is a small but important

step in the journey to becoming a more sustainable company. The diagram below shows the other

milestones we have passed since then. There is still a long way to go. 

Milestones reached

Environment

Management

Suppliers

Economic

The company
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1998 1999 2000

adidas is the first sporting goods

company to be named Official

Sponsor of a Soccer World Cup and

equips hosts France, who go on to

become the new World Champions.

adidas celebrates its 

50th anniversary.

In June the adidas-Salomon share

is admitted to the DAX, Germany’s

30 largest quoted companies.

For the first time, adidas-Salomon

sales exceed DM10 billion.

adidas-Salomon is selected to join the

Dow Jones Sustainability Group Index

(DJSGI). The DJSGI is the first global

index tracking the performance of leading

sustainability-driven companies.

adidas-Salomon joins the FLA.

Independent monitoring of

suppliers begins.

Launched manual of global HSE guidelines;

systematic factory auditing and development 

of action plans with supplier management; 

multi-sectoral partnerships including local 

NGOs in Vietnam and China.

 

Social and Environmental Affairs

established as a central corporate function;

global strategy for monitoring the SOE

developed; regional SOE teams based in

Asia, America and Europe launched.

Introduction of internal guidelines on HSE

for adidas-owned sites. 
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2001

To
of
Sc
of
lev

The targets below are the key targets for 2001. They are in addition to the general direction shown in

the journey diagram on page 42.

Next steps

Environment

Management

Suppliers

Economic

The company
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2002

To make considerable progress towards the target of eliminating PVC from most products by the end 
of 2002. All adidas accessories and gear products to be PVC-free by end of 2001. To have the EMS at
Scheinfeld shoe factory externally revalidated. To reduce solvent use from 80 grams to 50 grams per pair
of shoes. To reduce the environmental impact of transporting our apparel products by returning to 1998
levels of air freight use. To develop strategies for recording the environmental impact of footwear factories.

To organise 200 SOE training sessions using standardised training packages. To introduce a factory
scoring system to more accurately measure and compare the performance of all of our international
suppliers. To launch detailed guidelines for suppliers on labour, environment and fire safety issues, 
to complement the HSE manual launched to suppliers in 2000, and to have company-wide HSE
guidelines for our own facilities. 

To have 10% of international suppliers independently audited by FLA-accredited monitors and to
provide internal audit reports and an overall annual report to FLA. To benchmark the implementation 
of the new SOE clause on workers wages and benefits. To ensure all international suppliers have been
audited and to assess the SOE compliance of factories that produce for the adidas subsidiaries and
other brands. To benchmark with other companies and organisations on implementing the new SOE
clause on workers’ wages and benefits. To promote the use of needle guards on sewing machines
and encourage the training of workers in diversified skills.

In 2001 we aim to increase earning per share by 15% and sales by 3–5%.

The aim is to continue to strengthen our brands and products and to improve our
competitive position and financial performance.

Sustainability and strong governance
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Glossary

carbon dioxide (CO2) Gas produced by burning fuel. CO2 is one of the main gases
contributing to global climate change.

Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) European scheme promoting continuous
environmental performance improvements of industrial activities by committing sites to
evaluating and improving their own environmental performance.

environmental management system (EMS) System designed to improve a company’s
environmental performance by ensuring that the all the environmental effects and impacts
of a facility are recorded and documented.

Fair Labor Association (FLA) Non-profit organisation setting and helping to verify standards
for labour, health, safety and environmental performance.

HSE Health, safety and environment.

International Labour Organisation (ILO) UN agency promoting social justice and human
and labour rights.

ISO 9002 Internationally recognised quality assurance standard applying to organisations
that produce, install and service products.

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) Campaigning groups raising awareness of
sustainable development issues in business.

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) Synthetic material used in the manufacture of sports clothing
and equipment but being phased out in some products because of its adverse health and
environmental impacts.

SGS Organisation providing verification, testing and monitoring services for international
trade in agricultural, mineral, petroleum and consumer products.

Standards of Engagement (SOE) Company code of conduct aiming to ensure that
adidas-Salomon’s supplier factories are safe, fair places in which to work.

sustainable development The process of achieving economic stability and growth by
socially and environmentally viable means.

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) UNICEF is mandated by the United Nations
General Assembly to advocate for the protection of children's rights and help meet their
basic needs.

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) Solvents that can cause breathing and health problems.
VOCs are by-products of the shoe manufacturing process.



To comment on this report 
or for further information contact:

adidas-Salomon 
World of Sports
Social and Environmental Affairs
D – 91074 Herzogenaurach
Germany
Telephone  00 49 (91 32) 84 – 0
Email  sustainability@adidas.de



This report has been prepared with the assistance of:
Adrian Henriques, Independent Consultant, www.henriques.co.uk
New Economics Foundation, www.neweconomics.org
INTECHNICA, environmental and management consultants, www.intechnica.de
C21, design and communication consultants, www.c21.co.uk


